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Executive summary
The TOPMET project addresses the key objective of better serving Ground and Air Airspace Users with
consistent, relevant and up-to-date Meteorological information. This results in improved resilience of
ATM operations to weather hazards, leading to an improved flight safety; and more accurate
information to inform flight planning, leading to improved flight efficiency and improved airspace
capacity.
This project has offered an integrated pre-operational demonstration using the combination of:


some of the most advanced Meteorological products worldwide offered by EUMETNET
members,



early versions of development prototypes designed in the core of the SESAR program, such
as the MISC (4DWxCube), the enabling SWIM infrastructure, and various impactassessment and decision-aid prototypes targeted for dedicated end-user profiles .

The exposure of the considered new technologies and the associated new procedures to live trials
during more than two months has clearly demonstrated the potential to increase ATM and Airspace
Users operational performance, especially regarding:


flight efficiency, based on an optimization of flight routes, in order to reduce the METinduced extra fuel consumption (by more than 20%) , to reduce the cost impact of MET
hazards (by more than 15%), and to reduce the MET-induced delays (by more than 15%)



flight safety, through a better monitoring of weather, enabling the avoidance of MET
hazards with potential impact on the crew / passengers or on the aircraft itself,



capacity, through a better anticipation of the impact of the MET hazards on the flights,
enabling earlier implementation of measures to avoid sector overload, or unnecessary
regulation measures .

Furthermore, the project has widely contributed to raising the awareness regarding SESAR activities
and objectives, by an intensive communication campaign executed around this project.
The following main recommendations can be derived from the projects results


To introduce a number of evolutions on the MET products & supporting tools based on
operational feedback from BEL and DSNA



To improve the operational procedure on how to use the tools and how they can be inserted
in the daily operational processes of BEL and DSNA



To implement the above described changes in the TOPLINK LSDA trials (in the relevant use
cases involving BEL and /or DSNA) and to take the lessons learned into account in the other
TOPLINK LSDA use cases, with other Airline partners (Air France, Air Corsica, ENAC for
GA) or ANSP partners (Croatia Control, Austrocontrol)



To refine the targeted KPI figures, and assessment of the KPI gains over a broader scope
(more flights, more Airlines, more ATC centers, more ANSPs)



To provide the right inputs in view of standardization, and prepare for deployment
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2 Context of the Demonstrations
2.1 Scope of the demonstration and complementarity with the
SESAR Programme
The TOPMET project addresses the key objective of better serving Ground and Air Airspace Users with
consistent, relevant and up-to-date Meteorological information. This results in improved resilience of
ATM operations to weather hazards, resulting in an improved flight safety; and more accurate
information to inform flight planning, leading to improved flight efficiency and improved airspace
capacity.

2.1.1 Project operational and geographical dimensions
The project encompasses multiple operational and geographical dimensions.
First, it supports a global operational interoperability by enabling the consistent distribution of advanced
MET information services, among various profiles of Aeronautical Users, such as:


Flow Management Position staff in En Route ATC centers (in charge of exchanging
information from their ATC Unit to the DNM and contributing to manage the demandcapacity balance),



Commercial Airlines Flight Dispatchers and Network Managers,



Commercial Airlines Pilots.

The project has also demonstrated a global geographical interoperability – through a unique
infrastructure supporting multiple geographical scales such as:


a “national” / sub-regional scale, typically over the French controlled Airspace,



an international scale, offering a global coverage over the Europe, Atlantic, and Africa
regions.

MET products have been made available in order to allow the airspace user and ATM communities to
plan safe and efficient routes based on consistent and accurate weather observations and forecast
services across all these geographical regions.
The considered enabling infrastructure, namely an early prototype of the MISC (4DWxCube), is planned
to be later used in a similar approach to support the validation of MET services as part of the SESAR
WP11.2 and SESAR core program (e.g. in VP700) , therefore demonstrating its capability to ensure a
geographical interoperability.

2.1.2 Project background and context
Meteorology is currently taken into account in Aviation and ATM operations, through the use of
standardized MET products and services delivered in accordance with ICAO Annex 3 regulations.
Those services have been established on the prevailing state-of-the-art available in the 1960’s, and
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consist mainly in coded text messages (TAF, METAR, SIGMET,…) and low-resolution grids (Wind,
Temperature,…).
In addition, most commercial aircraft are equipped with on-board weather radar delivering a real-time
image of the weather present in the front sector of the aircraft.
In recent years, technological developments have been the cornerstone for NMS to advance the
scientific understanding of meteorology and thereby to enhance the operational capability to deliver
tailored observational and forecast products designed to the specific requirements of individual users.
While such new products are currently used in a research capacity or in the forecast production process,
they are not usually directly accessible to industry, since they are not viewed as “standardized” or
“regulated” MET services.
Over the past decade, awareness has been rising within the aviation community, of the benefits which
could be derived from a better use and integration of those new products in operational processes, and
of the positive impact this usage could create on flight safety and efficiency.
The TOPMET project aimed at demonstrating and promoting the principle of stakeholder-wide
integration of new MET products, fully consistent and compatible with ongoing initiatives in SESAR and
beyond.

2.1.3 Project outcomes
This project has offered an integrated pre-operational demonstration using the combination of:


some of the most advanced Meteorological products worldwide offered by EUMETNET
members,



early versions of development prototypes designed in the core of the SESAR program, such
as the MISC (4DWxCube), the enabling SWIM infrastructure, and various impact
assessment and decision-aid prototypes targeted for dedicated end-user profiles .

The exposure to live trials of the considered new technologies and the associated new procedures has
clearly demonstrated the potential to increase ATM and Airspace Users operational performance,
especially regarding:


flight efficiency, based on an optimization of flight routes, in order to reduce the METinduced extra fuel consumption (by more than 20%) , to reduce the cost impact of MET
hazards (by more than 15%), and to reduce the MET-induced delays (by more than 15%)



flight safety, through a better monitoring of weather, enabling the avoidance of MET
hazards with potential impact on the crew / passengers or on the aircraft itself,



capacity, through a better anticipation of the impact of the MET hazards on the flights,
enabling earlier implementation of measures to avoid sector overload, or unnecessary
regulation measures .

Furthermore, the project has widely contributed to raising the awareness regarding SESAR activities
and objectives, by an intensive communication campaign executed around this project.
In summary; the achieved benefits of the project have been:
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to improve the awareness of Aeronautical Users regarding new MET services, and collect
their operational feedback in order to better focus the development of these services along
their actual needs and priorities. This feedback will be re-introduced in related SESAR
projects whenever relevant (e.g. WP11.2, WP9.48, WP 7.6.2,…),



to demonstrate the interoperability of the MISC (4DWxCube) between multiple MET
providers (NMS) and multiple ATM and Aviation clients (Airlines Ground and Air segments,
ANSPs), and to demonstrate Air-Ground pre-SWIM operations in a non-safety-critical
environment

Finally, the TOPMET project has enabled for many lessons learned, especially regarding the need for
more (better) tailoring of MET information to end users requirements.

2.1.4 Project scope
The TOPMET system architecture is depicted in the figure 1 below. In this diagram:


The yellow boxes correspond to already existing applications, that are used “as is” in the
TOPMET trials



The blue boxes have been specifically developed or adapted and deployed for TOPMET.

Figure 1: TOPMET System Architecture overview
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2.1.5 Demonstration exercises overview
The TOPMET project had planned to perform a set of 4 demonstration exercises:


2 exercises involving the Airline only,
o

either for domestic flights over Europe (exercise 100)

o

or for long-haul flights from Europe to Africa or North America (exercise 200)



1 exercise involved the ANSP only, over the FIR LFBB (exercise 300)



1 joint exercise involving jointly the ANSP and the Airline over the FIR LFBB (exercise 400),

In practice, the following adjustments have been brought during the course of the demonstration
campaign, and agreed by the SJU during the Final review held on September 22, 2014:


Exercises 100 and 200 conducted by Brussels Airlines have been merged, due to the
similarity of the processes for European and long haul flights



A new Exercise 200 has been defined with Brussels Airlines, focused on an alternative mode
of operations, enabling and end-to-end process triggered from the ground, instead of being
purely “pilot-driven”



Exercise 300 has been conducted as initially planned, however in “shadow mode”, rather
than as a “live trial” interacting with the actual traffic.



Exercise 400 has not been implemented, mainly due to its legal and regulatory implications,
finally not compatible with the schedule of the project.

The exercises have been conducted in parallel over the period of the trials between June 30 and August
29, 2014.
KPIs and associated metrics have also been slightly adjusted during the course of the trials, in order to
better reflect the operational expectations of both the Airline and the ANSP.
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3 Execution of Demonstration Exercises
3.1 Exercises Preparation
The preparation of the TOPMET demonstration trials has involved a number of dedicated activities, and
required the set-up of dedicated operational procedures, as well of a dedicated supporting platform.

3.1.1 Preparatory activities
The following preparatory activities have been conducted in the project:


Activity 1.1:

The refined definition of common objectives, metrics, and tools, completing the initial definition
provided in the Demonstration Plan, has been conducted in Task T002 (Operational validation
objectives). Metrics have later been refined again during the course of Task T004 (System
deployment & verification), taking into account the feedback of operational users when starting the
deployment of the platform.


Activity 1.2:

The definition, deployment and verification of an experimental platform supporting the
demonstrations, has been conducted mainly in Task T003 (System architecture definition),
associated to deliverable D003 (System definition report) and Task T004 (System deployment &
verification), associated to deliverable D004 (Overall system verification report). This system was
supporting the provision of the new MET information services to respectively the FMP controllers,
the Airline Network Managers, and the pilots in the cockpit. For more details, refer to references


Activity 1.3:

The training of individual staff (pilots, network managers, FMP controllers) on the TOPMET tools
and processes


Activity 1.4:

The final selection of scenarios, routes and flights considered for the reference and solution
trials (depending on the aircraft equipped with the TOPMET applications, and the trained staff)

3.1.2 Adaptation of the supporting platform
The TOPMET supporting platform has been described on figure 1 above. The following section
summarizes the main adaptations performed on this platform for the purpose of the TOPMET
demonstrations. Details on the platform have been provided in the Technical Specification (deliverable
D003, reference [4]) and in the Overall system verification report deliverable D004, reference [5]).

3.1.2.1 MET Services
Overview: This segment consists of a set of new MET products addressing mainly the observation and
forecast of convection, lightning, thunderstorms, icing and turbulence - on geographical coverage
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depending on the products. In addition, the provision of high resolution Wind & Temperature data has
been offered. However, due to the impossibility to use this information in the ATM & Aviation systems
in their current status (aircraft FMS, ATM & AOC decision aids), no further exploitation of these data
has been performed in the project. The possible benefits to be envisaged in their use are summarized
in the “recommendations” section 8.2.
Performed adaptations in TOPMET: The considered services were readily available at individual MET
Offices and under evolutions as per WP 11.2, in order to ensure their standardization over Europe under
the banner of the EUMETNET EIG. They have been used in TOPMET in their current status – keeping
in mind that as an outcome of WP11.2, those products will become available in a standardized and
homogeneous format over Europe.

3.1.2.2 European ATM Network Management
The Network Management portal of Eurocontrol has been used during the course of the project, and a
permanent access to the information flow has been made available through the NM B2B interface.
No dedicated changes have been implemented by Eurocontrol for the purpose of TOPMET project.

3.1.2.3 TOPMET Data Center
Overview: This segment consists of a preliminary prototype of the MISC (4DWxCube), and aims at
performing the interface between the various MET Services providers, and the various ATM clients
(ANSP, Airline). It has been derived from the Step 1 Quick Win developments in WP11.2.
Performed adaptations in TOPMET: The prototype developed for WP 11.2 Step 1 has been replicated
(to avoid any contractual or technical interference between the two projects). Both interfaces of the
MISC (4DWxCube, on the “MET side” and on the “SWIM side”) have been customized to the specific
needs of the TOPMET project, based on the means developed in WP11.2 and in WP 14 “SWIM
Technical Architecture”.
In addition, a “TOPMET Data Repository” capability has been implemented, to store all relevant
information during the course of the trials,
These adaptations have been conducted by Thales Air Systems with the support of the relevant
EUMETNET members involved in its development within WP11.2.
Finally a “TOPMET Briefing Builder” capability has been developed by Thales Avionics, in order to
prepare the information required by the “TOPMET Flight Support” function.

3.1.2.4 ANSP segment
Overview: This segment consists in a dedicated application which has been deployed at the Flow
Management Position offices, in the Bordeaux (LFBB) En Route control centre of DSNA. This
application was operated on a dedicated terminal (PC + high resolution display) deployed in a technical
room, contiguous to the main control room of Bordeaux ACC.
Performed adaptations in TOPMET: The considered TOPMET application has been developed by
Thales Air Systems and derived (replicated, extended, and customized) from the AWIDSS (Airport
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Weather Information & Decision Support System) prototype deployed since October 2012 at Paris,
Charles de Gaulle Airport Tower as per WP 11.2 Quick Win.

3.1.2.5 Airline FOC segment
Overview: This segment consists in a dedicated application which has been deployed in the Brussels
Airlines Operational Control Centre (OCC), in BEL headquarters in Brussels. This application was
operated on two dedicated terminals (PC + high resolution display) deployed in the OCC, and enabling
the involvement of two Network Officers in parallel.
Performed adaptations in TOPMET: The considered TOPMET application has been developed by
Thales Air System, as directly derived from the ANSP supporting application deployed in Bordeaux
ACC.

3.1.2.6 Aircraft segment
Overview: This segment consists in a dedicated application running on a ground connected Personal
Electronic Device (tablet) delivered to Brussels Airlines Pilots, and fit for use by Pilots, either on the
ground (BEL premises, home, hotel,…), or on-board commercial aircraft of Brussels Airlines (when on
the ground), connected through Wi-Fi or 3G mobile communication networks.
10 devices have been delivered to Brussels Airlines pilots; one device being allocated to a given,
trained, pilot.
Performed adaptations in TOPMET: The considered TOPMET application has been developed by
Thales Avionics, and deployed on COTS tablet devices.

3.1.3 Operational demonstration procedures
Operational procedures have been tuned for each of the three demonstration scenarios, in order to fit
into local constraints, and to take into account the actual capabilities of the supporting platform.
The resulting procedures, as performed during the execution of the demonstrations, are summarized in
the following sections.

3.1.3.1 Scenario EXE-0206-100 (Airline improvement, pilot-driven
assessment)
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3.1.4 KPI & metrics definition
KPIs and associated metrics have been refined and tuned for each of the three demonstration
scenarios, in order to ensure the representativeness of the selected metrics, and the feasibility of their
assessment.

3.1.4.1 Scenarios EXE-0206-100 & -200 (Airline improvement)
The same KPIs have been defined for both “pilot-driven assessment” scenario (100) and “end-to-end
assessment” scenario (200).
The rationale for revising is a refined analysis of KPIs targets by BEL « fuel management officer »,
which has raised some concerns on their operational relevance, and their ability to demonstrate positive
benefits.
The approach taken has been to reduce the number of KPIs, and to keep focused on what will represent
value to BEL and will be aligned with the latest recommendations from the SJU.

3.1.4.1.1 INITIAL KPIs definition
The following KPIs had been defined in the TOPMET Demonstration plan:

OBJ-0206-100: Reduce fuel consumption
Related SESAR KPI:

Efficiency (fuel)

Performance Index:

Average kg Fuel Burn per Flight

Target:

2% reduction over “hazardous MET periods” (tbc)

OBJ-0206-200: Reduce extra fuel take-off
Related SESAR KPI:

Efficiency (fuel)

Performance Index:

Remaining extra fuel at gate

Target:

2% reduction over “hazardous MET periods” (tbc)

OBJ-0206-300: Improve flight punctuality
Related SESAR KPI:

Predictability

Performance Index:

number of delayed flights, average delay of delayed flights

Target:

3% reduction over “hazardous MET periods” (tbc)
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OBJ-0206-400: Improve passenger comfort & aircraft flyability
Related SESAR KPI:

Safety

Performance Index:

Average period of flight with vertical/horizontal acceleration
above threshold

Target:

10 % reduction over “hazardous MET periods” (tbc)

3.1.4.1.2 Revised KPIs definition
They have been revised and refined as follows:
OBJ-0206-100: Reduce fuel consumption
Related SESAR KPI:

Efficiency (fuel)

Performance Index:

Cumulated additional fuel consumption due to MET

Target:

20% reduction

OBJ-0206-200: Reduce flight cost
Related SESAR KPI:

Efficiency (cost)

Performance Index:

Additional flight cost due to MET

Target:

10% reduction

OBJ-0206-300: Improve flight predictability
Related SESAR KPI:

Predictability

Performance Index:

cumulated additional (unexpected) flight delay due to MET
compared to plan

Target:

20% reduction

OBJ-0206-400: Improve passenger comfort & aircraft flyability
Related SESAR KPI:

Safety

Performance Index:

Cumulated period of flight with vertical/horizontal acceleration
above threshold

Target:

10 % reduction

3.1.4.2 Scenario EXE-0206-300 (ATC/FMP improvement)
3.1.4.2.1 INITIAL KPIs definition
The following KPIs had been defined in the TOPMET Demonstration plan:

OBJ-0206-500: Improve Airspace capacity
Related SESAR KPI:

Capacity (Airspace)

Performance Index:

IFR movements per airspace volume / unit time based on NM
Entry/Occupancy count

Target:

3% gain (tbc)
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OBJ-0206-600: reduce ATCO workload
Related SESAR KPI:

-

Performance Index:

Perceived reduced stress in degraded conditions reported in
questionnaires (no quantitative target measurable)

Target:

(no quantified index)

OBJ-0206-700: improve flight predictability
Related SESAR KPI:

Predictability

Performance Index:

number of flights with deviation of flight duration over FIR
compared to initial FPL – above a given threshold

Target:

3% reduction (tbc)

3.1.4.2.2 Revised KPIs definition
OBJ-0206-500: Improve Airspace capacity
(Unchanged)
Related SESAR KPI:

Capacity (Airspace)

Performance Index:

IFR movements per airspace volume / unit time based on NM
Entry/Occupancy count

Target:

3% gain

OBJ-0206-600: reduce ATCO workload
(not measurable for TOPMET)

OBJ-0206-700: improve flight predictability
Related SESAR KPI:

Predictability

Performance Index:

cumulated unexpected delays induced by MET over FIR (vs
initial flight plans)

Target:

20 % reduction

OBJ-0206-800: Reduce cost-impact of MET related network delays
Related SESAR KPI:

Cost efficiency

Performance Index:

cost impact of cumulated unexpected delays induced by MET
over FIR (vs initial flight plans)

Target:

10 % reduction
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3.1.5 Post-analysis procedures
3.1.5.1 Scenario EXE-0206-100 & -200 (Airline improvement)
3.1.5.1.1 Definition of “MET-impact scenarios”
A number of “MET-impact scenarios” have been defined, which characterize different operational
situations where the flight may be impacted by MET phenomena. They are summarized below:


Typical situations where « inefficient » fuel consumption could be avoided: (« potential to
reduce loss »):
o

S01: Diversion due to MET hazards at arrival (fog, snow, severe thunderstorm…)
Could be avoided e.g. by waiting on ground before taking-off, or slowing down while
en-route

o

S02: Holding patterns due to MET hazards at arrival (fog, thunderstorm,…)
Could be avoided e.g. by waiting on ground before taking-off, or slowing down while
en-route

o

S03: Extra track miles due to route deviation around severe thunderstorms / Cbs
Could be reduced by anticipated / optimized in flight re-routing (horizontal or vertical)

o

S04: Extra-fuel induced by switching-on de-icing devices when entering severe icing
areas en route
Could be reduced e.g. by anticipated / optimized FL change



Typical situations where fuel consumption could be more efficient (« potential to improve gain »)
o

S05: Suboptimal horizontal routes (jet streams…) or FLs due to low accuracy of
MET parameters (wind/temp, …)
Could be improved by higher accuracy MET parameters

o

S06: Suboptimal climb or descent profiles due to low accuracy of MET parameters
(wind/temp, …)
Could be improved by higher accuracy MET parameters



Typical situations where significant variance on Flight Duration is induced by MET causes :
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S07: « Last minute change » on Take Off Time due to MET hazards at departure
(fog, snow, severe thunderstorm,…) requiring to postpone TOT and keep aircraft
grounded
Could be reduced by better MET forecast , enabling to anticipate an effective TOT


S07a: Situation where a TOT change is induced by an un-anticipated need for
aircraft de-icing



S07b: Situation where a TOT change is induced by an un-anticipated need for
re-tank after initial tanking completion, due to an un-anticipated need for
aircraft de-icing

o

S08: Change on flight duration , due to MET hazards on the planned route, requiring
to make tactical decisions and change route during the flight
Could be reduced by better MET forecast , enabling to anticipate an effective

not

« weather-dependent » route
o

S09: Change on Time of Arrival, due to MET hazards at arrival (fog, snow, severe
thunderstorm,…), requiring to postpone TA by holding patterns or diversion
Could be reduced by better MET forecast, enabling to anticipate an effective TA



Typical situations where flight safety is impacted due to MET hazards :
o

S10: passenger or crew incidents due to severe turbulence, high winds, wind
shear…

o


S11: airframe damages due to severe hail impact on front glass, severe icing…

Typical situations where flight comfort is impacted by MET hazards:
o

S12: passenger or crew discomfort due to moderate/severe turbulence En Route,
high winds…

o

S13: intense pilot stress due to severe turbulence, high winds, wind shear…

3.1.5.1.2 Definition of “MET-impact reduction decisions”
In order to reduce the impact of MET on those scenarios, a number of potential operational decisions
have been identified:


D01: Decision for delaying take-off to avoid diversion or holding patterns at arrival
o

Conditions for success: severe MET@ ADES, reliable forecast (horizon > 1 -2 h ?, shorthaul only) , automated warning & proposed TOT change to dispatcher & pilot



D02: Decision for slowing-down en-route to avoid diversion or holding patterns at arrival
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Conditions for success: severe MET@ ADES, reliable forecast (horizon > 30 mn - 1 h ?) ,
automated warning & proposed TTA change to dispatcher & pilot



D03a: Decision for an anticipated (before take-off) horizontal re-routing to « more
efficiently » avoid a severe Cb / thunderstorm
o

Conditions for success: wide horizontal & vertical extension of Cb, reliable forecast (horizon
> 1 -2 h ?, short-haul only), automated warning & proposed rerouting to dispatcher & pilot



D03b: Decision for an anticipated (during flight) horizontal re-routing to « more efficiently »
avoid a severe Cb / thunderstorm
o

Conditions for success: wide horizontal & vertical extension of Cb, reliable forecast (horizon
> 30 mn - 1 h ?) automated warning & proposed rerouting to dispatcher & pilot



D04a: Decision for an anticipated (before take-off) FL change to « more efficiently » avoid a
severe Turbulence or Icing area
o

Conditions for success: limited vertical extension of hazard, reliable forecast (horizon > 1 2 h ?, short-haul only), automated warning & proposed FL change to dispatcher & pilot



D04b: Decision for an anticipated (during flight) FL change to « more efficiently » avoid a
severe Turbulence or Icing area
o

Conditions for success: limited vertical extension of Cb, reliable Cb forecast (horizon > 15
mn ?) , automated warning & proposed FL change to dispatcher



D05: Decision to uplink more up-to-date / accurate GRIBs to FMS while en route:
o

Conditions for success: higher time & space resolution gridded MET information, automatic
what-if during flight, automatic warning of dispatcher if a gain is identified, GRIB update
during flight is feasible



D06: Decision for delaying take-off at Flight planning phase, to avoid unexpected last
minute delay of TOT due to MET
o

Conditions for success: severe MET@ ADES, reliable forecast (horizon > 1 -3 h ?) ,
automated warning & proposed TOT change to dispatcher



D07: Decision for including de-icing time at Flight planning phase, to avoid unexpected
delay of TOT due to de-icing
o

Conditions for success: severe MET@ ADES, reliable forecast (horizon > 1 -3 h ?) ,
automated warning & proposed TOT change to dispatcher
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The applicability matrix from the Decisions Dxx to the MET-impact scenarios Sxx is summarized in the

Divertion
/ MET @ ARR

Holding
/ MET @ ARR

Fl. Length extension
/ MET En Route

De-icing in-flight

Sub-optimal ER
profile

Sub-optimal climb /
descent profile

TOT change
/ MET @ DEP

TOT change
/ aircraft de-icing

TOT change
/ re-tanking

Fl. Duration Change
/ MET En Route

TOA change
/ MET @ ARR

PAX / crew METrelated incidents

Airframe METrelated damages

MET-related PAX /
crew discomfort

MET-related
Pilot stress

S01

S02

S03

S04

S05

S06

S07

S07a

S07b

S08

S09

S10

S11

S12

S13

table below:

D01: delay take-off when MET @ ARR

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

D02: slow down when MET @ ARR

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Decisions \ Scenarios

D03a: anticipated re-routing (before DEP) when MET ER

X

D03b: anticipated re-routing (in-flight) when MET ER

X

X

X

X

X

X

D04a: anticipated FL change (before DEP) when MET ER

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

D04b: anticipated FL change (in-flight) when MET ER

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

D05: uplink improved GR Bs to FMS (in-flight)

X

D06: delay take-off at Fl Planning stage when MET @ DEP
D07: include de-icing & full tanking at Fl Planning stage

X
X

X

Table 4: Scenarios / Decisions matrix

3.1.5.1.3 Principles of the KPI assessment
For each flight performed during the demonstration:


A first analysis identifies if the flight has been impacted by MET or not



For each MET-impacted flight, the corresponding MET-impact scenario is identified (S01 to
S13)
o

The effect on KPIs due to this MET-impact is computed, with reference to the original
flight plan (i.e. without MET-impact)



For each identified MET-impacted flight, the potential decisions (D01 to D07) available to the
Airline are identified
o

The effect on KPIs (i.e. reduced MET impact) which would have resulted if the decision
is computed, with reference to both the original situation (no MET impact), and the
actual situation (MET impact)

The principle is depicted in the figure below:
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FTFM, CTFM (successive changes if any) related to considered flight (from the NOP)


Flight Tracks
Actual flight profile (from tablet GPS, FlightRadar24)



BEL Flight Data Recorder
Initial fuel at take-off, Residual fuel at landing
Detailed flight profile (position, altitude, speed, vertical acceleration)

3.1.5.2 Scenario EXE-0206-300 (ANSP improvement)
3.1.5.2.1 Definition of “MET-impact scenarios”
A similar approach as for the Airline has been conducted with the ANSP.
Essentially one scenario has been documented, i.e. a hazardous MET area forecasted to enter a control
sector, and requiring moving away the traffic, and reducing the sector capacity, through a regulation,
i.e. assigning departure slots to scheduled flights.
The decision for setting up a regulation is often made once one or a few flights have requested for an
horizontal re-routing, in order to avoid dangerous MET areas.
In a number of cases, the decision can also be anticipated, and made typically up to 3h ahead of the
time where the actual MET hazard will impact the considered sector.

3.1.5.2.2 Definition of “MET-impact reduction decisions”
The TOPMET supporting tools will help reducing the impact of a MET regulation, by a more accurate
and timely forecast of MET hazards, enabling to:


reduce the “false alerts”, i.e. setting a regulation for a MET hazard that finally does not occur in
the considered sector



improving the timeliness of the regulation, i.e. matching the start and end time of the regulation
to the actual entry and exit time of the MET hazard in the considered sector

3.1.5.2.3 Principles of the KPI assessment
The principle finally applied for the KPI assessment are the same in this exercise, as compared with
the Airline Case, as no real-time actual operational decision can be made- based on the TOPMET tools.
The relevant data are collected, and a “what if” scenario is reconstructed based on the recorded data,
taking into account the decision that could have been made based on TOPMET tools, and re-assessing
the KPI in this alternative case.
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08/08/14
11/08/14
11/08/14
12/08/14
21/08/14
21/08/14
21/08/14
22/08/14
22/08/14
22/08/14
22/08/14
23/08/14
24/08/14
25/08/14
25/08/14
27/08/14
27/08/14
28/08/14
28/08/14
28/08/14
28/08/14
28/08/14
28/08/14
28/08/14
29/08/14
29/08/14
30/08/14
30/08/14
30/08/14
31/08/14
31/08/14
31/08/14
31/08/14
31/08/14
01/09/14
01/09/14
01/09/14
01/09/14

FLR-BRU
BRU-LYS
LYS-BRU
BRU-LYS
BRU-GOT
BRU-LYS
LYS-BRU
GOT-BRU
BRU-VCE
VCE-BRU
BRU-LYS
LYS-BRU
BRU-LYS
BRU-GVA
GVA-BRU
BRU-BIO
BIO-BRU
BRU-FCO
FCO-BRU
BRU-BLQ
BLQ-BRU
BRU-SVQ
SVQ-BRU
BRU-BIO
BRU-MLA
MLA-BRU
BIO-BRU
BRU-CDG
CDG-BRU
BRU-MRS
MRS-BRU
BRU-OSL
BRU-BCN
BCN-BRU
BRU-FLR
FLR-BRU
OSL-BRU
BRU-GOT
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Florence
Lyon
Lyon
Lyon
Goteborg
Lyon
Lyon
Goteborg
Venice
Venice
Lyon
Lyon
Lyon
Geneva
Geneva
Bilbao
Bilbao
Roma
Roma
Bologna
Bologna
Seville
Seville
Bilbao
Malta
Malta
Bilbao
Paris
Paris
Marseille
Marseille
Oslo
Barcelona
Barcelona
Florence
Florence
Oslo
Goteborg

Table 6: Exercise EXE-0206-100 summary
The table below summarizes the list of the flights executed as per EXE-0206-200, i.e. the flights
executed with the end-to-end airline process, triggered from the ground when MET hazards warnings
have been issued (in total 21 flights):
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multiple iteration cycles, in order to refine the end –to –end process, and improve the
suitability of supporting tools for pilots and OCC. This “pre-trials” period has enabled
many “lessons learned” and has been extremely beneficial to improve the maturity of
the concept.


The operating process has been limited to “Shadow Mode” operations
o

The MET false alarm rate (probability to warn against a hazard not actually present,
or not to warn against a hazard actually present), and the level of calibration of MET
information ( i.e. unified inter-calibration of the MET information from various sources,
and unified settings of appropriate impact thresholds), as well as the level of maturity
of the operational concept, were not sufficient to enable implementing operational
decisions on commercial flights, purely relying on the TOPMET infrastructure

o

However the real-time- and post-analysis of the information provided by the TOPMET
infrastructure was sufficient to predict, in a number of situations, the hypothetical results
which would have been reached when implementing the recommended decisions



The usage of High Resolution Wind & Temperature gridded data, offered by the MET services,
has finally not been evaluated as not feasible in the current status of the aircraft or ground
support decision aids; as a consequence, no scenario of the type “S05’ or “S06” (sub-optimal
routes or climb /.descent profiles) has been assessed; the issue is related below in the
“recommendations” in section 8.2.

3.3.2 ANSP scenario EXE-0206-300
In summary, the following deviations have been introduced with reference to the Demonstration Plan:


The operational procedures have been adjusted, based on a more accurate analysis of their
insertion in the current organization of DSNA, and to take into account a number of local
constraints, not yet identified at the stage of the Demonstration Plan.



Revision of KPI objectives and associated metrics:

o

The KPI “reduction of ATCO workload” has been removed, as not measurable and with
poor relevance at this stage of maturity of the concept

o

The metrics for the KPI “flight predictability” have been refined in order to better isolate
the effect of MET, and measure its contribution to network delays

o



A new KPI has been introduced on the “cost impact of MET-related network delays”,

The duration of the “operational trials” (i.e. on which the KPI can be assessed) has been
reduced to a period of 4 months, in order to meet the project final milestone
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The period of from October 2013. to April 2014 has been used for multiple iteration
cycles, in order to refine the end –to –end process, and improve the suitability of
supporting tools for FMPs. This “pre-trials” period has enabled many “lessons learned”
and has been extremely beneficial to improve the maturity of the concept.



The operating process has been limited to “Shadow Mode” operations
o

The level of maturity of the operational concept, and the performance of the MET
forecasts (see section 4.3.1) was not sufficient to enable implementing operational
ATC decisions on, purely relying on the TOPMET infrastructure

o

However the real-time- and post-analysis of the information provided by the TOPMET
infrastructure was sufficient to predict, in a number of situations, the hypothetical results
which would have been reached when implementing the recommended decisions
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4.2 Metrics and Indicators per KPA
The final indicators, metrics and the results obtained from the analysis are summarized in the table below, synthetized per KPA.
The KPA for which no measurements have finally been provided are not reminded here (capacity).
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Extra flight
delay due to
MET

Cumulated unexpected delays induced by
MET over FIR (vs initial flight plans), based on
EXE-0206-300,

Edition 00.01.00
Comparison between
actual and
hypothetical flight
data

Reduce by 20% the
additional time delay
due to MET

18 % reduction (from 14376 mn to
11776 mn cumulated delay, over 12
days, for 848 flights, i.e. in average
3 mn gain per flight

Table 12: Table of KPAs addressed
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4.3 Summary of Demonstration Conduct Assumptions
4.3.1 Results per KPA
See sections 5.1 and 5.2.

4.3.2 Impact on Safety, Capacity and Human Factors
The following points may be highlighted:


Safety: Even if a positive impact on safety was expected in the deployment of TOPMET, it was
not expected to provide any evidence on safety benefits during the course of the project; and
actually, no safety-related event has been observed during the trials period. However, the postanalysis of an incident due to strong turbulences occurred on April 27, 2014 in Luanda on flight
SN359 (8 injured, significant airframe damages) provides some indications showing that the
TOPMET tools might have allowed to avoid the incident. No more details can be provided at
this stage considering the on-going investigation by the Belgian Authorities.



Capacity: the expected impact on the sectors capacity was expected to be analysed in exercise
EXE-0206-300 (FMP). However the considered metrics appeared to be not appropriate and
unable to properly reflect the impact of MET on sector capacity, and its possible improvement
through the introduction of the TOPMET concept. Other KPIs related to predictability and cost
efficiency for Airlines appeared to be more powerful to measure the potential impact of the
TOPMET concept on Flow Management performances.
.



Human Factors: this KPA was out of the scope of the project. However a specific effort has
been undertaken to take HF into considerations in the design of end-users applications for
Pilots, OCC and FMP ground operators. Much feedback has been gained during the project on
HF aspects, which will be valued in the preparation of follow-on activities.

4.3.3 Description of assessment methodology
See sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.5 above.

4.3.4 Results impacting regulation and standardisation initiatives
The feedback obtained on the use of MET information in actual operations will provide useful inputs in
the perspective of future standardization of MET hazards representation for aviation (reflectivity
thresholds, contours, etc,…). Further experiments will however be needed before reaching the required
background in defining these standards.
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4.4 Analysis of Exercises Results
See section 4.1 and 5.2 for the general analysis of the results for each exercise and objective. See
also section 6 for more detail regarding the rationale for the results.

4.4.1 Unexpected Behaviours/Results
The deviations from the initial demonstration plan are listed in section 4.3.

The most significant unexpected behaviours or results encountered during the course of the project
are summarized below:


The difficulty to adapt existing operational processes to take into account additional MET
information (considering the current workload of actors, especially in the critical periods when
MET hazards generally occur)



The difficulty to reach an adequate level of acceptance of the new MET information by
operational end-users (delivering a relevant and valid information , at the right time, to the right
actor)

4.5 Confidence in Results of Demonstration Exercises
4.5.1 Quality of Demonstration Exercises Results
The quality of the Demonstration Exercise Results has been limited by several factors faced during
the course of the trials.
In summary:


In Exercise EXE-0206-100 (Airline, Pilot-driven assessment):
o

The lack of in-flight connectivity, and the insufficient (or not reliable enough) forecast
horizon for MET hazards, strongly reduced the domain where the benefits could be
actually derived in this scenario

o

The probability of occurrence of MET hazards during the trials has been overestimated,
and the use of even up to 5 tablets in parallel has not allowed to reach a statistically
sufficient number of MET hazards occurrences

o

The use of a “shadow mode” process (i.e. the pilot using the tablet for information only,
not making any decision to optimize his flight based on the tablet information) has
limited the capture of operational feedbacks from the pilot .

o

The consequence is that the flights executed in EXE-0206-100 have finally not been fit
for the assessment of KPI gains. They have however generated a high added value in
preparation of follow-on activities, where the main limitations listed above will have
been removed.
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In Exercise EXE-0206-200 (Airline, end-to-end assessment):
o

The insufficient levels of calibration, and reliability of the forecast of MET hazards, have
induced a number of “false alerts”, or conversely, not allowed to detect in time some
actual hazards observed by the pilots

o

The limited duration of the trials (2 months), the capacity to perform the monitoring only
part-time (e.g. not over week-ends), or the allocation of higher priorities to the OCC
staff during some critical periods, resulted in the fact that only a part of the potential
flights of interest have been captured during the trial period.

o

The flights selected for the post-analyses appear however to be representative of the
most common situations; they demonstrate potential KPI gains which revealed to be
consistent with those measured in EXE-0206-300



In Exercise EXE-0206-300 (ATC/FMP):
o

The insufficient levels of calibration, and reliability of the forecast of MET hazards, did
not allow FMP operators to make real-time analyses, and limited the approach to a
post-analysis demonstration of the expected benefits

o

This approach however allowed capturing a much significant sample of MET-impacted
flights (> 800) which provided a good level of confidence on the assessed statistical
results.

4.5.2 Significance of Demonstration Exercises Results
The following points may be highlighted:


Operational significance:
o

In Exercise EXE-0206-100, the pilot has identified a relevant use of the tablet in the
flight preparation phase, in collaboration with the OCC staff. He has also confirmed a
non relevant use of the tablet during flight execution, due to the absence of in-flight
connectivity.

o

In Exercise EXE-0206-200, a detailed analysis has been conducted with BEL
operational staff, to identify the most representative MET-impact scenarios expected
to be encountered during actual operations. A similar analysis has been conducted as
well with DSNA in EXE-0206-300. The trials have allowed to better assess the actual
level of impact of those scenarios, and to get an indication on their frequency of
occurrence. The flights selected for the post-analysis correspond well to some of the
“template scenarios” which have been defined, hence are considered as operationally
relevant. A longer trial period, would have allowed capturing further types of scenarios
of low or seasonal occurrence. Also some of the considered “template scenarios” have
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been proved as having a much lower impact as initially predicted (e.g. the use of inflight de-icing devices, which has finally a very limited impact on fuel consumption).
o

A similar analysis has been conducted as well with DSNA in EXE-0206-300.Similar
considerations can be derived.



Statistical significance:
o

In Exercise EXE-0206-200, the number of statistical samples has been relatively low
(less than 5 flights per investigated scenario type). Hence the statistical
representativeness has to be considered as low. However, especially for MET-impact
scenario S03 (in flight rerouting), the few samples analysed have shown a relative
consistency in their statistical distribution.

o

In Exercise EXE-0206-300, the number of statistical samples has been much higher (>
800 flights) hence the statistical representativeness can be considered as much
greater.

4.5.3 Conclusions and recommendations
4.5.3.1 Conclusions
See section 8.1

4.5.3.2 Recommendations
See section 8.2
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5 Demonstration Exercises reports
5.1 Demonstration Exercise EXE-0206-100
5.1.1 Exercise Scope
See section 2.1.5.
This exercise addresses the improvement of the Airline KPIs, through the use of the supporting tools
available on a Tablet for the Pilot.

5.1.2 Conduct of Demonstration Exercise
5.1.2.1 Exercise Preparation
See section 3.1.
The configuration used in this exercise is depicted in figure 1, section 2.1.4 above, and focuses on the
operational use of the “BEL aircraft segment” (bottom right of the diagram).

5.1.2.2 Exercise execution
See section 3.2, Table 6.
In total, 79 flights have been executed.

5.1.2.3 Deviation from the planned activities
See section 3.3.1.

5.1.3 Exercise Results
5.1.3.1 Summary of Exercise Results
See section 4.1.1, Table 9.

5.1.3.1.1 Results per KPA
This exercise has not allowed the computation of KPAs which have been assessed in EXE-0206-200,
using the end-to-end system including the ground segments.

5.1.3.1.2 Results impacting regulation and standardisation initiatives
See Section 4.3.4.

5.1.3.1.3 Unexpected Behaviours/Results
See Section 4.4.1.

5.1.3.1.4 Quality of Demonstration Results
See Section 4.5.1.
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5.1.3.1.5 Significance of Demonstration Results
See Section 4.5.2.

5.1.4 Conclusions and recommendations
5.1.4.1 Conclusions
See section 8.1 of the Final Demonstration Report

5.1.4.2 Recommendations
See section 8.2 of the Final Demonstration Report
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5.2.2.2.1.3 Trajectory SN3581 screenshot.

5.2.2.2.1.4 Screenshots – SN3581 – 16/07/2014 – Network Manager Profile
(Eurocontrol data)
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5.2.2.2.2.4 Screenshots – SN3581 – 16/07/2014 – Network Manager Profile
(Eurocontrol data)
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5.2.2.2.4.3 Trajectory screenshot.
The flight path shows that the flight avoid Brussels,
go into some holding patterns around Liège, and
than land on LGG.

The vertical profile shows also the changes and almost 45 minutes of holding and diversion to LGG.
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5.2.2.2.4.4 Screenshots –Network Manager Profile (Eurocontrol data)
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5.2.2.2.5.3 Trajectory screenshot.
The flight path shows that the flight enter on holding
just before BRU, and than a long vectoring trajectory
to retrieve the STAR.

The vertical profile shows also the changes and the long way tromp Top of Descent to the airport (almost
one hour).
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5.2.2.2.5.4 Screenshots –Network Manager Profile (Eurocontrol data)

5.2.2.3 Deviation from the planned activities
See section 3.3.1.

5.2.3 Exercise Results
5.2.3.1 Summary of Exercise Results
See section 4.1.2, Table 10.

5.2.3.1.1 Results per KPA
See Section 4.2, Table 12
Detailed analyses are provided below for the flights documented in section 5.2.2

5.2.3.1.1.1 Flight BEL1FS / SN3581 – 16 July 2014
This flight is recognized as an occurrence of MET-impact scenario S03: (Avoid) Extra track
miles due to MET phenomenon.
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5.3 Demonstration Exercise Report EXE-0206-300
5.3.1 Exercise Scope
See section 2.1.5.
This exercise addresses the improvement of the ANSP KPIs.

5.3.2 Conduct of Demonstration exercise EXE-0206-300
5.3.2.1 Exercise Preparation
See section 3.1.
The configuration used in this exercise is depicted in figure 1, section 2.1.4 above, and focuses on the
operational use of the “DSNA ground segments” (upper right part of the diagram).

5.3.2.2 Exercise execution
See section 3.2, Table 8.
The trial period represents 12 experimentation days.
The total delay due to weather regulations on the period is 14 376’ for 1512 regulated flights.
In total, 848 flights have been actually delayed, and have been further taken into account in the post
analysis.
The next sections provide for each experimentation day where a MET-induced regulation has taken
place, a screen shot of the MET situation based on ASPOC representation for each important event in
the regulation lifecycle (creation, cancellation etc…).

5.3.2.2.1 Day 1 – 21st May 2014
A regulation is set at 14h29 on P123 sectors starting at 15h00 up to 18h00.
The regulation rate is 42 for a monitoring value at 47 for this groups sector.
The MET situation at 14h29 is represented in the screen shot below.
The regulation captured 82 flights for 49 delayed generating 659 minutes of delay.
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At 16h00 the situation is still complicate; the regulation is kept with a rate of 47.

Situation at 17h00
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The X4 regulation is cancelled before the T0 at 8h40. Nevertheless due to the ATFCM process, some
aircraft are captured in the regulation, generating delays (47 minutes for 5 delayed aircrafts).
A better forecast of the MET situation would prevent the creation of such a regulation, and 47 minutes
of delay would be avoided.
The MET situation at 8h40 is shown in the screen shot below.
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The MET situation at 16h00 shows some ASPOC on X4 sectors

The evolution of ASPOC shows that some ASPOC remains in the X4 sector, but the activity seems not
so strong as it was foreseen at the 16h00.
Below a screen shot at 16h45.

When the decision to cancel the regulation is taken, the MET situation is quiet, and the regulation could
have not been created according to a better forecast of MET activity between 19h00 and 21h00.
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MET situation at 8h00 shows that CB’s activity is not so strong, and the regulation may be cancelled.
The decision is taken at 10h10.

At 10h10, the MET situation is clear.
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At 15h00 the MET situation is getting worse on the south border of the P3 sector, the regulation is
maintained to protect P3, and to protect the south sectors L3/L4 and T3/T4 from north flows.

The situation is still fuzzy in the south of P3 sectors, and the regulation is maintained with the same
regulation rate.
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On this case, the MET situation was a real summer thunderstorm situation with its high level of
uncertainty on where the CB’s are going to develop.
The regulation here has a real role of gatekeeper and protects the south sectors of the LFBB area.
The rate cannot be raised, or the regulation cannot be cancelled at any time of the regulation period.
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At 16h20, the regulation in RL1 is modified; the situation is calming down on RL1 according to meteo
situation and demand. The RL1 regulation is cancelled at 16:05.
On upper level (LR2, 3 a,d 4), the situation is still problematic, and a decision to extend the regulation
is taken by the FMP up to 19:00 for RL3 and RL4.

For RL2, 10 minutes later, the regulation is over, and for the same reason as for RL1, the regulation is
not extended.
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RL3 follows the same diagnostic at 17h15 the decision is to shorten RL3 by changing the end of the
regulation period from 19h00 to 17h15. The situation is under control..

The last action on RL4 is to shorten the regulation by moving the end date from 20:40 to 19:20.
The meteo situation is really calm.

The experimentation with current TopMet feature does not allow us to gain delay on this day,
nevertheless, with a good forecast, and simulations tools, a gain of 10% in delay is feasible.
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The meteo situation is evolving, and at 18h20, most of the CB’s activity is moving east to Aix FIR.
Some ASPOC remain over N4 and H4 sectors.

At 18h40, NH4 regulation is over, and no extension of the regulation is decided.
The situation over X4 sector is also calming down and a first small reduction of 40 minutes is decided
according to the situation.
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The regulation on R4 is created at 9h10 (screen shot), and cancelled at 10h18, 2 minutes before the
official regulation T0.

As shown in the screen shot, the R4 situation is quiet, and the major part of ASPOC activity has moved
east more quickly than expected. At 10h20, the regulation is cancelled.
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At 16:00, the situation has changed:

The south ASPOC area is moving north towards ZX4, and to protect the sectors a regulation is created.
A first decision point about P123 regulation appears, and according to the demand, the regulation could
be cancelled.
At 16h40, the P123 regulation is cancelled. Meanwhile the regulation over ZX4 is extended.

At 20h00, all the major ASPOC activity has moved east, and the ZX4 regulation can be removed.
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5.3.4 Conclusions and recommendations
5.3.4.1 Conclusions
See section 8.1 of the Final Demonstration Report

5.3.4.2 Recommendations
See section 8.2 of the Final Demonstration Report
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Communication material
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